
Catch Me If You Love Me

Chapter 11
A cold wind suddenly hit his ears.

Liam Lu suddenly stretched out his hand, grabbed her arm and pulled her up, dragging
her to the door involuntarily.

As soon as Zoey Gu turned his head, he met Liam Lu’s scarlet and cold eyes.

“Zoey Gu, you are so cheap! You are so naive to want me to fulfill you as soon as you
kneel down! Gu’s family and you, I will not let go of either. Our game has just begun, let
me go!”

She was thrown into the corridor.

Then there was a billiard coin that hit her.

“and this.”

Liam Lu stood by the door coldly, the coldness at the corner of his mouth turned into
mockery.

“Back then, you used this coin and a dollar to buy out my feelings. Do you remember?
Now think about it, except for stupidity, only disgusting.”

Zoey Gu raised his eyes to look at the coin, and after recognizing it, he threw it
tremblingly and held it firmly in his hand.

This is their token of love back then.

At that time, Liam Lu was caught up by her stalker. He was not as famous as he is now.
In order to comfort him, she specially asked someone to create a coin that belonged to
them.

“Liam Lu, listen to me. I want to use this dollar to buy out your life, would you like it?”

“Of course I do. But what if you go back on it?”

“Then I won’t end well in my life, and I won’t be happy until I die.”

Zoey Gu just didn’t expect everything to happen so quickly.



She carefully stroked the two letters representing the name on the edge of the coin,
slowly raised her head to look at Liam Lu, and asked gently.

“When I am in the present situation, I can be regarded as retribution. I just don’t know,
are you satisfied with me?”

After she finished speaking, she stood up on the wall embarrassedly, turned and limped
away.

Behind him, Liam Lu’s face was as dark as ink, with blue veins jumping wildly on his
forehead.

Seeing the untidy clothes in front of him, the embarrassed and humble Zoey Gu, he only
felt comfortable.

However, he became more irritable and angry.

Just about to turn around and leave, the elevator not far away suddenly opened. Shiyue
hurriedly walked up with an umbrella in one hand and a miniature medicine box in the
other.

After passing by with Zoey Gu, he subconsciously glanced sideways at her.

“Master Lu, I brought the blood.”

Shiyue walked to Liam Lu’s side, raised his head while speaking, and was taken aback
when he saw Liam Lu.

“Liam, your face?”

The more surprised he saw when he saw it, Liam Lu glanced at him gravely, “What’s
wrong?”

Shiyue opened his mouth, feeling that words were not enough to express, and turned on
the phone camera and handed it to Liam Lu.

“Liam, see for yourself.”

Liam Lu took a look at it, and was slightly startled.

That face that was originally terrifying and hideous, that would burst blood vessels at
any time, miraculously restored its original appearance without any blood.

Almost subconsciously, he raised his eyes to look in the direction where Zoey Gu left.

A certain cognition that had already appeared in his mind made his face darker.

Shiyue followed his gaze and looked over, with a bit of joy and surprise on his face.



“Liam, this girl has what you need. You don’t even use blood. It’s just that when you
touch her body under the medicine by mistake, her face will automatically recover. Is it
possible that she is still a problem, you use it? His virgin blood?”
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